The contributions to this issue of Canadian Food Studies manifest a keen insight: with different media, methods, and voices, we continue to reimagine spaces for food-where and how we consume and grow food, and how we position it into an increasingly democratic, commensal domain. The more food plays a central role in various spaces, the more opportunities arise for multiple transformations in other aspects of human interaction.
organizational group of academics, community groups, and local stakeholders work together to make a difference towards health and environmental sustainability.
This issue also includes book reviews that offer intriguing insights into three diverse and fascinating works. They range from historical culinary adventures (Cooke & Lucas, 2017) to exhortations for "ecological nutrition" (Mason & Lang, 2017) to an edited collection of essays on food studies (Anderson, Brady, & Levkoe, 2017) . I will sum up this editorial by quoting reviewer Wayne Roberts, who first applauds: "I am delighted to find this book (Anderson et al., 2017) shows signs of the same rebellious, inspired, and collaborative spirit so eager to 'break on through to the other side' (The Doors, 1967) of food issues," and then later justly critiques by noting that, "I have always hoped that the Canadian food movement would ripen in the manner of its first blooming: as a co-production of lay intellectuals and civil society leaders who first brought food studies to public attention, including public health practitioners, faith activists, social entrepreneurs, and many others. Academics did not cultivate this field, and they should not own it now…". Thank you, Wayne-you have characterized food studies by the diverse food spaces and voices with which it can flourish.
The editorial team appreciates their continued collaboration with the CAFS Journal Governance Committee, established in June 2016: Rebecca Schiff, Lenore Newman, Jennifer Brady, and Kristin Lowitt. We thank the University of Waterloo for providing our OJS online platform, plus essential library staff support. 
